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Abstract
This study aimed to explore the source of  IL errors on male and female students’ pronunciation. The partici-
pants in this research were ten college students who were participated in an English speech contest organised by 
English Student Association of  UNNES 2019. The ten participants consist of  five male and five female students 
who came from different kinds of  University in Indonesia. In this study, the researcher used a descriptive qualita-
tive method to analyze the data by using a video recorder as an instrument to collect the data. The result of  this 
research showed that there were four sources of  errors which influenced male and female students in producing 
IL errors on pronunciation. Those were L1 transfer, different form of  plural between L1 and L2, the existence 
of  sounds with the same phonetic features but different in distribution, and English foreign sounds. The second 
result described that the source of  errors on male and female college students was mostly similar, and they had 
no significant differences. Last result showed that male students made more variation of  IL errors on their pro-
nunciation than female students.

Keywords: IL errors; pronunciation; male and female students; source of  errors

Seidlhofer (2005, as cited in Sakhiyya, 
2018) explained that English as a lingua franca 
refers to any communication in English which 
are carried out by speakers with different first lan-
guage. In one hand, college students mostly re-
ceived proper pronunciation coaching in English 
education program which can help them to ac-
quire good pronunciation to improve their spea-
king proficiency. But, on the other hand, college 
students who learn English pronunciation as the 
second language are mostly dealing with errors in 
their target language (TL). As a result, the deve-
lopment of  Indonesian students in using English 
is very unique (Sakhiyya, 2018). It means that 
students will create new unique languages bet-
ween L1 and TL which is called as Interlanguage 
(Selinker, 1972). 

Interlanguage is a kind of  error. This is 
supported by Brown (1980) who said that errors 
are noticeable grammar from the old grammar of  
a native speaker in which they reflect as the In-
terlanguage competence of  learners. In this case, 
gender plays a very important role in second lan-
guage acquisition especially in error production 
(Llach, Fontecha, & Espinosa, 2006).  Litosseliti 
(2013) supported by stating that the early pre-
feminist linguistic research views that women’s 

INTRODUCTION

Pronunciation is a key component in Eng-
lish speaking proficiency because incorrect pro-
nunciation may potentially lead to miscommuni-
cation and communication breakdown. English 
pronunciation is complex because it has its own 
phonological rules and different system of  alpha-
bets, word spelling and sound distributions in 
which they are totally different compare to In-
donesian pronunciation. These factors lead into 
unintelligible pronunciation, in which this is in 
contrast with the goal of  learning pronunciation. 
Yuzawa, (2007, as cited in Sibaja, 2019) said that 
intelligible English pronunciation is a basic and 
essential skill required for L2 learners. Moreover, 
Gilakjani (2012) added that good pronunciation 
leads into great learning while bad pronunciation 
leads into great difficulties in language learning.

Through pronunciation instruction, lear-
ners not only learn different sounds and sound 
features but also improve their speaking profi-
ciency that lead into good communication. As 
Fabianto and Hartono (2015) stated, English is 
an International language in which people must 
have appropriate English skill in speaking, and 
pronunciation has an essential role in it.
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due to the low pitch that they had. In conclusion, 
pitch takes a role in determining gender in pro-
nunciation.

Other researchers were also carried out a 
study about gender and reduced speech with dif-
ferent finding (Gowhary et al., 2016). They con-
ducted a study to observe the effects of  gender, 
experience and academic degree on the vowel 
reduction in derivative and function words. In this 
study, the researchers focused on vowel reduction 
because they considered it as an important aspect 
in pronunciation to build a good communicati-
on and make the speech easily intelligible and 
native-like. The result of  this study revealed that 
males were better in pronouncing reduced vowels 
than females.

The last study was carried out by Alah-
madi and Lahlali (2019) who conducted a study 
about the role of  learners’ gender differences in 
Interlanguage errors of  intermediate-level Saudi 
language learners. Their study focused on ana-
lyzing and classifying learners’ error in speaking 
skill and examining the Interlanguage errors pro-
duced by male and female students to highlight 
the role of  gender.

 Some of  the previous studies only focus-
ed on students’ errors on pronunciation based on 
gender. While this study aimed to not only focus 
on students’ pronunciation errors but also revea-
led the source of  errors they made and the simila-
rities and differences between the source of  errors 
between males and females students.

METHODS

In this study, the researcher applied a desc-
riptive qualitative method. A comparative analy-
sis also applied for this study since the researcher 
intended to compare two variables (male and 
female). The researcher conducted the research 
on ESA (English Student Association) Speech 
Contest which was held in UNNES in the 20th 
of  October 2019. The participants in this research 
were five male and five female students from dif-
ferent Universities who were registered as English 
speech contestants.

The type of  data collection used in this 
research was observation. In addition, the rese-
archer used video recorder as the instrument to 
collect the data. The researcher did some steps in 
analyzing the data such as: recording the speech 
from some participants, selecting ten speeches 
as samples, classifying the speeches into male 
and female categories, transcribing the recorded 
speech, finding out the IL errors, classifying the 
IL errors based on the source of  errors and evalu-

and men’s language signals biological differences 
and symbolizes social gender roles. In this case, 
there is a basic clear difference between male’s 
and female’s language which draw them to make 
errors. 

Interlanguage (IL) itself  was introduced by 
an American linguist Larry Selinker in 1972. In-
terlanguage (IL) refers to a new language produ-
ced by language learners as the target language. It 
is a language between native language or source 
language (SL) and target language (TL) which is 
built by learners as their own system of  language.  
According to Trawinki (2005, as cited in Yelfiza, 
2016), Interlanguage is known as the language 
system which the learner constructs in the pro-
cess of  SLA.

According to Cook (1996), pronunciation 
is the production of  English sound. Cook gives 
general definition and does not mention in detail 
what kind of  sound produced in pronunciation. 
Another expert, Yates (2002, as cited in Gilakja-
ni, 2016) added the definition of  pronunciation 
as the production of  sound that is used for ma-
king meaning. In another word, pronunciation is 
the production of  English sounds in speaking and 
listening to make meaning.

In speaking generally, and pronunciation 
practice especially, students may make some IL 
errors. Brown (1980) described errors as noticeab-
le grammar from the old grammar of  a native 
speaker in which they reflect as the Interlanguage 
(IL) competence of  learners. 

There are some studies have been con-
ducted on IL errors based on gender. The first 
was a study based on gender to pronunciation 
accuracy of  advanced EFL learners conducted 
by Jahandar et. al. (2012). This study aimed to 
analyze the impact of  gender on pronunciation 
accuracy of  advanced learners. The result of  the 
study revealed that gender did not affect pronun-
ciation accuracy of  learners and the pronunciati-
on accuracy of  vowels for both male and female 
students were not of  significant difference  and  
were  almost  the same. But, from the result, the 
researchers noticed that female  outperform  male  
subjects  in producing  accurate  consonants,  but  
it  was  not  significantly noticeable.

Another previous study was conducted by 
Zimman (2013), a researcher from University of  
Colorado at Boulder. He did a research on pro-
nunciation of  /s/ sounds which impacts percep-
tion of  gender. He collected the data by recording 
the voices of  15 transgender men who lived in 
San Francisco and analyzed the data by software 
developed by fellow linguists. The result was 10 
listeners considered that the speakers were men 
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ating the results.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The IL errors occurred on male and female 
students based on the source of errors

Based on the findings from the transcribed 
speeches, the researcher found some sources of  
errors on male and female students’ speeches. 
The first was L1 transferred. Male and female 
students transferred letter “i” which should be 
pronounced as /ɪ/ sound into /i/ sound. Vowel 
/ɪ/ does not exist in Indonesian vowel sound, so 
they transfer /ɪ/ sound into the nearest vowel 
sound they have in Indonesian from unrounded 
half-close to close front vowel become unrounded 
close front vowel. Though vowel /ɪ/ is not really 
difficult to pronounce as mentioned by Syafei 

(1998, as cited in Barokah, 2020), but this vowel 
/ɪ/ is problematic since students have lack prac-
tice in pronouncing this vowel sound. Students 
also made IL errors on the vowel /ə/. They sub-
stituted /ə/ sound into /ʊ/, /ɔ/, and /ʌ/ sound. 
Researcher saw this as the result of  L1 transfer. 
Because as we know that vowel /ə/ does not exist 
in Indonesian vowel so that they transferred into 
another vowel they have in their mother tongue. 
In this case, they transferred vowel /ə/ into vowel 
/ʊ/, /ɔ/, /ʌ/ and /ɛ/, vowel /ʌ/ into vowel /ɔ/, 
diphthong /oʊ/, and vowel /ʊ/. Vowel /əː/ into 
vowel /ɔ/. Vowel /iː/ into vowel /ɛ/. Vowel /ɛ/ 
into diphthong /aɪ/ and vowel /iː/. Vowel /ɔː/ 
into diphthong /aʊ/ and vowel /ʊː/. /ʊː/ sound 
into /ʊ/ sound.

Moreover, the researcher found that the 
English alphabet was so complicated for them 

Table 1. L1 Transfer of  Male Students

English 
Sound

Sound 
Substitution

Example of  Words

/ɪ/ /i/ is, fortunately, with, notice, it, feeling, habit, till, only, this, intellectual, 
university, income

/ə/ /ʊ/ previous, focus

/ə/ /ɔ/ technology, continue, community, history

/ə/ /ɛ/ judges, incident, material

/ə/ /ɪ/ possible, judges, changes, community

/ə/ /ʌ/ data

/ʌ/ /ɔ/ honourable, country

/ʌ/ /oʊ/ country

/ʌ/ /ʊ/ multiple, industrial

/əː/ /ɔ/ work

/iː/ /ɛ/ senior

/ɛ/ /aɪ/ said

/ɛ/ /iː/ tenth

/ɔː/ /aʊ/ audience, because

/ɔː/ /ʊː/ source

/ʊː/ /ʊ/ use, community

/ɑʊ/ /ɔ/ so, focus, moment

/eɪ/ /ɛ/ notification, transportation

/eɪ/ /ʌ/ data

/z/ /s/ judges, always, because, previous, intelligence, is, example, ideas, stands, 
ladies, reasons, does, use, wise, was, easy, realize, means

/b/ /p/ YouTube, job

/ph/ /p/ passion, people, proud, piece, passenger, pick up, people, popular, prepa-
ration, pioneer

/v/ /f/ ever, university, provide, predictive, save, believe, live, even, have, every, 
vacation, Java, live, development, innovator, university, invite
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and Indonesian as new learners has different 
background of  alphabet (Ellis, 1999). Next find-
ings show that L1 transfer also occurred on the 
diphthong substitutions of  male and female stu-
dents. They substituted diphthong /oʊ/ into /ɔ/ 
sound and diphthong /ei/ into /ʌ/ sound. These 
phenomena caused by L1 transfer because Indo-
nesian does not have diphthong /oʊ/ and /ei/.

Another finding shows that students made 
IL errors on the consonant substitutions. They 
substituted /z/ sound into /s/ sound, /b/ sound 
into /p/ sound, /ph/ sound into /p/ sound, and 
/v/ sound into /f/ sound. More detail explana-
tion was displayed in the following Table 1 & 2.

The second source of  errors is different 
form of  plurals. English has three different ways 
in pronouncing the plural sounds, in which it will 

include three allomorphs. The way to pronounce 
the plural nouns is vary as Table 3.

While Indonesian does not need any allo-
morph to mention the plural noun. Alwi et. al. 
(2000, as cited in Humaini, A., 2016) explained 
that plural markers in Indonesian is marked by 
the noun repetition, adjective repetition, and the 
use of  number and quantifier as displayed in the 
Table 4. As a result, Indonesian students made 
errors in pronouncing some plural words as 
displayed in the following Figure 1.

The third source of  errors on male and fe-
male students’ pronunciation is sound with the 
same phonetic features but different in distribu-
tion. The first is letter “s”.  In English, letter “s” 
can be pronounced as voiced /z/ or voiceless /s/. 
Letter “s” in English plural suffix is pronounced 

Table 2. L1 Transfer of  Female Students

English 
Sound

Sound Substi-
tut-ion

Example of  Words

/ɪ/ /i/ suddenly, predictive, notice, video, watching, imagine, it, notification, 
lazy, empathy, in, being, increase, if, still, ship, this, internet, facing, 
things, English, commonly, only

/ɪ/ /ɛ/ development

/ə/ /ʊ/ previous, curious

/ə/ /ɔ/ technology

/ə/ /ɛ/ competence, obstacle

/ə/ /ʌ/ dramatically, social, media

/ʌ/ /ɔ/ other, another, country, problem, nothing

/ʌ/ /ə/ heart

/ʌ/ /ʊ/ multiple, industrial

/iː/ /ɛ/ media, increase

/ɛ/ /aɪ/ said

/ɔː/ /aʊ/ audience, because

/ɔː/ /ʊː/ source

/ʊː/ /ʊ/ YouTube

/ɑʊ/ /ɔ/ account, about, so, social, go

/eɪ/ /ɛ/ notification, face, later

/z/ /s/ judges, always, because, previous, intelligence, is, example, has, was, 
because, friends, nowadays, as, personalize, teachers, trainers, hands, 
organization, utilize, ladies, learners, using

/b/ /p/ YouTube

/th/ /t/ that, later, tell

/ph/ /p/ person, past, pay

/kh/ /k/ teamwork, can

/v/ /f/ provide, conversation, video, motivation, interactive, revolution, sur-
vive, everyone, giving, deliver, revolution, everything, even, have, level, 
evaluate, provide
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as /s/ sound after a voiceless sound, while it is 
pronounced as /z/ sound after a voiced sound. 
This is a kind of  assimilation rules mentioned by 
Fromkin et. al. (2011, p. 247). McMahon (2002, 
p.41) added that letter “s” can be either voiced or 
voiceless sound. While in Indonesian, letter “s” 
always pronounced as voiceless /s/ sound. As a 
result, students made IL errors on the sound sub-
stitution of  consonant /s/ such as in the: words: 
always /ˈɔːl.weɪs/, has /bʌs/, wise /waɪs/, real-
ize /ˈrɪə.laɪs/, does/dʌs/, use /juːs/,  was /wɒs/, 
is /ɪs/. 

In addition, voiced sound/z/ occurs at ut-
terance initial, medial, and final position such as 
in the words: zipper /ˈzɪp.ər/, measure /ˈmeʒ.ər/. 
But on the contrary, in Indonesian, /z/ sound 
mostly only occurs at the initial and medial ut-
terance and never occur on the final position, for 
instance in the words: zebra, zaman, ijazah. In 
the word “jazz” in which letter “z” in the final 
position should be pronounced as /z/ sound, In-
donesian pronounces it as /s/ sound, a voiceless 
blade-alveolar fricative because they gets difficul-
ty in pronouncing the voiced sound in the final 
utterances.

The next finding shows the dilemmatic 
sound of  /f/ and /v/ sounds. These two sounds 

are totally different in the distribution in Eng-
lish. /f/ sound is a voiceless labio-dental fricative 
and /v/ sounds is a voiced labio-dental fricative. 
While in Indonesian, /f/ and /v/ sounds are pro-
nounced as voiceless. Because the English conso-
nant /v/ cannot be found in Indonesian phonetic 
system. This is supported by Nesgoda (1980, as 
cited in Tiono, 2008) who stated that language 
learners may find difficulties in learning to speak 
English well because several spelling may be rep-
resented by a single sound. As a result, students 
made IL errors on some words: ever /ˈef.ər/, uni-
versity /ˌjuː.nɪˈfɜː.sə.ti/, provide /prəˈfaɪd/, pre-
dictive /prɪˈdɪk.tɪf/, save /seɪf/, believe  /bɪˈliːf/, 
live /lɪf/. Students pronounced the letter “v” in 
those words as /f/ sound just like pronouncing 
/f/ sound in Indonesian words: vespa /fɛspʌ/, 
variasi /fʌriʌsi/, diva /difʌ/, dove /dʌf/ (a brand 
of  soap).

The next sound which has the same pho-
netic features but different in distribution is let-
ter “b” or /b/ sound, a voiced bilabial stop. In 
English, /b/ sound pronounced to be /b/ sound 
in the initial, medial, and final utterances such 
as in the words: bold, embrace, job. But in Indo-
nesia, letter ‘b’ for /b/ sound only pronounced 
as /b/ sound when it is positioned in the initial 

Table 3. English Plural Form Pattern
Allomorph Environment Example

/z/ After voiced non sibilant segments /kæbz/, /bægz/
/s/ After voiceless non sibilant segments /kæps/, /kæts/ 

/ǝz/ After sibilant segments /bʌsəz/, /bʊʃəz/

Table 4. Indonesian Plurals Form Patterns

Noun/ Noun Phrase Noun repetition Adjective Repetition
Number addition & 
Quantifier

Teman teman-teman - dua teman

Guru Guru-guru - Beberpa guru

Pelatih pelatih-pelatih - para pelatih

Tangan tangan-tangan - -

Anak lucu - anak yang lucu-lucu -

Table 5. IL Errors on Students’ Plural Forms

Male Students Female Students
judges /dʒʌdʒɪs/ judges /dʒʌdʒɪs/

ideas /aɪˈdɪəs/ Friends /frends/
- teachers /ˈtiː.tʃərs/
- trainers /ˈtreɪ.nərs/
- hands /hænds/
- ladies /ˈleɪ.dis
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and medial utterances such as in the words: buat, 
membuat, hebat. While the letter ‘b’ in which 
positioned in the final position is pronounced 
as /p/ sound due to the difficulty of  Indonesian 
students to pronounce a voiced stop sound in the 
final utterance as mentioned by Ramelan (1999, 
p. 6)  such as the words: adab /ʌdʌp/, bab /bʌp/, 
sebab /səbʌp/.

Moreover, letter ‘t’, ‘p’, and ‘k’or /t/, /k/, 
and /p/ sounds also have the same phonetic 
features but different in the distribution. These 
sounds are voiceless stop consonants which have 
more than one variant. Fromkin (2011) saw this 
phenomenon as the allophone of  consonant. In 
the stressed syllable, /t/, /p/, and /k/ are aspi-
rated or pronounced by slightly puff  of  breath/
th/, /ph/, /kh/, but in unstressed syllable, ‘t’, ‘p’, 
and ‘k’ pronounced as un aspirated. Fromkin 
(2011) said this is a kind of  feature-changing rules 
in phonology. /. McMahon (2002) added that t/, 
/p/, and /k/ are aspirated become /th/, /ph/, /
kh/at the very beginning of  a word. On the con-
trary, /t/, /p/, and /k/ sounds will be non-aspi-
rated when they are located after /s/ sound: still 
/stɪl/, spill /spɪl/, skill /skɪl/. In another variant, 
/t/, /p/, and /k/sounds can be mute: fasten /
faːsn/, bustle /baːsl/, often /ɔfn/.

 Aspiration in English is non predictable 
so that Indonesian college students got difficulty 
and made IL errors dealing with sounds such 
as in the words: passion /ˈpæʃ.ən/, people /ˈpiː.
pəl/, proud /praʊd/, piece /piːs/, passenger /
ˈpæs.ən.dʒər/ ,pick /pɪk/, people /ˈpiː.pəl/, pop-
ular /ˈpɒp.jə.lər/, preparation /ˌprep.ərˈeɪ.ʃən/, 
pioneer /ˌpaɪəˈnɪər/. In these words, male and 
female students pronounced /p/ sound as non-
aspirated sound.  

The last source of  error is foreign sound. 
The finding shows that male and female students 

made errors in pronouncing foreign sounds such 
as: /æ/, /ʒ/, /eɪ/, /iə/, /θ/, and /tʃ/ sound. Sy-
afei (1998, as cited in Barokah, 2020) added that 
Indonesian students got difficulty in pronounc-
ing /æ/, /ʒ/, /eɪ/, /iə/, /θ/, and /tʃ/ sound 
since Indonesian doesn’t have this kind of  sound. 
Students’ organs of  speech also got difficulty to 
produce these sounds since these foreign sounds 
are not similar with Indonesian vowel sound 
(Ramelan, 1999). As a result, male and female 
students made IL errors on these foreign sounds. 
More detail information is displayed in the Table 
6.

Similarities on the Source of Errors on male 
and female Students’ Pronunciation

From the findings in the previous expla-
nation, the researcher found many similarities 
between male and female students in the source 
of  errors. L1 transfer influences both male and fe-
male students’ IL errors on the similar sound sub-
stitution on vowels, diphthongs, and consonants. 
These similarities occurred because they come 
from the same mother tongue L1 in which they 
share the same problems and obstacle in prono-
uncing English sounds as their L2. Most of  them 
made the same errors on the sound substitution 
as captured in the Table 7.

Next similarities found in IL errors on 
male and female students on the plural forms. 
Most students made errors in pronouncing /z/ 
and /əz/ sound in the plural forms, such as in the 
words: judges /dʒʌdʒɪs/, ideas /aɪˈdɪəs/, friends 
/frends/, teachers /ˈtiːtʃərs/, trainers /ˈtreɪ.nərs/, 
hands /hænds/, ladies /ˈleɪ.dis/.

The third similarity found on difficulties 
faced by male and female students on sounds 
which have same phonetic features but different 
in their distribution such as: /z/, /p, /b,  /t/, 

Table 6. IL Errors of  Male and Female Students on the Foreign English Sounds 

Sounds Substitutions Male Students Female Students
/æ/- /ɛ/ passion, as, gadget, transportation that, as, passion
/ʒ/ - /s/ usually -
/ʒ/ - /ŋ/ - change
/eɪ/ - /ɛ/ notification, transportation notification, face, later
/eɪ/ - /ʌ/ data -
/iə/ - /ɛ/ experience experience
/iə/ - /ɔ/ junior, senior
/iə/ -/ə/ - materials
/θ/ - /t/ empathy, with, think, thank, through trainers /ˈtreɪ.nərs/
/tʃ/ - /t/ fortunately hands /hænds/
/tʃ/ - /s/ question -
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/k/, /f/, /v/. As a result, they made errors on 
these English sounds. They substituted /z/ into 
/s/ sound, /p/ into /b/ sound, as displayed in 
the figure below: /ph/ into /p/, /kh/ into /k/, 
/v/ into /f/ as displayed in the Table 8.

And the last similarity was both male and 
female students made the same errors in prono-
uncing foreign sounds such as: /v/, /θ/, /ð/, 
/ʒ/, and /dʒ/. They got difficulty in pronoun-
cing these sounds because their organs of  speech 

didn’t use to pronounce them and also got diffi-
culty to produce these sounds as mentioned by 
Ramelan (1999).

Differences on the Source of Errors on male 
and female Students’ Pronunciation

Differences are not significantly found 
between male and female students in producing 
IL errors on their pronunciation. What the rese-
archer found was only the different variation of  

Table 7. Similarities of  IL Errors on Male and Female Students Based on L1 Transfer

English 
Sound

Sound Sub-
stitution Words found on Male Words found on Feale

/ɪ/ /i/ is, fortunately, with, 
notice, it, feeling, habit, 
till, only, this, intellectual, 
university, income

suddenly, predictive, notice, video, watching, 
imagine, it, notification, lazy, empathy, in, 
being, increase, if, still, ship, this, internet, fac-
ing, things, English, commonly, only

/ə/ /ʊ/ previous, focus previous, curious

/ə/ /ɔ/ technology, continue, 
community, history

technology

/ə/ /ɛ/ judges, incident, material competence, obstacle

/ə/ /ʌ/ data dramatically, social, media

/ʌ/ /ɔ/ honourable, country other, another, country, problem, nothing

/ʌ/ /oʊ/ country

/ʌ/ /ʊ/ multiple, industrial multiple, industrial

/ɛ/ /aɪ/ said said

/ɔː/ /aʊ/ audience, because audience, because

/ɔː/ /ʊː/ source source

/ʊː/ /ʊ/ use, community YouTube

/ɑʊ/ /ɔ/ so, focus, moment account, about, so, social, go

/eɪ/ /ɛ/ notification, transporta-
tion

notification, face, later

/z/ /s/ judges, always, because, 
previous, intelligence, is, 
example, ideas, stands, 
ladies, reasons, does, use, 
wise, was, easy, realize, 
means

judges, always, because, previous, intelligence, 
is, example, has, was, because, friends, nowa-
days, as, personalize, teachers, trainers, hands, 
organization, utilize, ladies, learners, using

/b/ /p/ YouTube, job YouTube

/ph/ /p/ passion, people, proud, 
piece, passenger, pick up, 
people, popular, prepara-
tion, pioneer

person, past, pay

/v/ /f/ ever, university, provide, 
predictive, save, believe, 
live, even, have, every, 
vacation, Java, live, 
development, innovator, 
university, invite

provide, conversation, video, motivation, 
interactive, revolution, survive, everyone, giv-
ing, deliver, revolution, everything, even, have, 
level, evaluate, provide
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sounds substitution on some vowels and dipht-
hongs as displayed in the Figures 1.

Figure 1. Differences of  sounds substitutions on 
Male and Female Students’ pronunciation.

From the Figure 1, the researcher found 
that male students made more variation on IL er-
rors on the sound substitutions.

CONCLUSION

The researcher draws some conclusions 
based on the objective of  the research. First, L1 
transfer, different form of  plural, sound with the 
same phonetic features but different in distri-
bution, and foreign sound, are source of  errors 
on male and female students. These sources of  
errors cannot be separated from both male and 
female college students because both of  them 
come from the same L1, the same environment, 
and the same obstacles dealing with English pro-

nunciation.
Second, both male and female college 

students have many similarities in producing IL 
errors. Both of  them got difficulty in pronounc-
ing English sounds which have different features 
compare to Indonesian sounds such as: /iː/, /
ɔː/, /ʊː/, /ə:/, /iə/, /uə/, /oʊ/, /z/, /b/, /
ph/, /kh/, /v/, English foreign sounds such as: 
/æ/ ,/θ/, /ʒ/, different rules of  pronunciation 
between English and Indonesian language such 
as pronouncing the plural sounds.

Third, in producing IL errors on pronun-
ciation, male students seems have more varieties 
than the female students. 

This study focused on the source of  IL er-
rors on male and female students’ pronunciation, 
by describing students’ source of  errors based on 
gender, the similarities, and the differences bet-
ween male and female college students’ pronun-
ciation. Most the source of  these errors found 
in this study were errors based on the segmental 
features. Therefore, for the next researcher who 
is going to conduct the same topic with this stu-
dy, they can focus on the source of  errors based 
on genders, on supra-segmental features such as 
linking words, pitch, etc. in order to find deeper 
information about the source of  errors from seg-
mental and supra segmental features.
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